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De Adelaar (the Eagle) is a newly constructed residential complex consisting of 38 rental apartments and nine small family homes in the 

Wolfsbos district of Hoogeveen.

The eye-catching, six storey apartment building and adjoining family homes all follow the same colourful design and stylish appearance. 

They provide residents with beautiful views of the Wolfsbosstraat or Buizerdlaan.
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The Challenge: 

The challenge was to provide an equally aesthetically pleasing finish for the storage areas, high 

entrance underpass and parking spaces. It demanded a material that would reflect the character 

and style of the rest of the complex, at the same time as providing sound absorption and a high 

level of thermal insulation performance.  

The complex owner, Domesta, also specified that the materials used must be sustainable, hard-

wearing and long-lasting.

The Solution: 

The solution was to use Heraklith® wood wool panels that had already been painted in the colours 

of the building at the factory. 

The high quality wood wool panels provide excellent sound absorption in the entrance underpass 

and parking spaces and fully complement the design and style of the complex. 

In addition to their primary features of acoustic and thermal insulation performance, durability and 

eco-friendliness, the wood wool boards  were easy to install and significantly reduced construction 

time because their surfaces were pre-finished.

They are also naturally attractive, moisture and mould resistant.

Where extra thermal performance was required, Heraklith® Heratekta multilayer panels with an EPS 

core were chosen. Heratekta panels are specially developed for walls and ceilings which require 

good thermal insulation performance. The panels are easy to mount thanks to their lightweight, 

2-point mounting and alternating lapjoints. Furthermore, the Heratekta panel’s excellent price-

quality ratio makes it an exceptionally well-suited material for thermal insulation and finishing in 

both renovations and new construction projects.

All the new residents in the complex received their keys in May 2017. 
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